Compliments on Norbert’s Workshop
in Canada, Los Angeles, Florida

Hi Norbert,
I thoroughly enjoyed your truly inspiring seminar last Sunday at the Coastal Inn held in
Moncton, NB Canada. I would certainly not miss another opportunity to hear you speaking at
another seminar in Canada. Please consider visiting again as I am confident once people hear
about you and the passion you portray not only in your seminars but in how you truly are
working to your extreme each and every day with everyone's best interest and health in mind!,
they will certainly be in attendance! You are an amazing man with a heart of gold working at
God speed! Keep up the phenomenal work in the production of new innovative products
infused with health-induced benefits! God bless!
Take care! Sincerely,
Denise
You are a very precious man, you know. Do not give way to materialism and sycophancy...
Merci au centuple.
David Le Gallant

Hi Norbert,
It was good to have you with us again in NB, Canada. Hope your time here has been great!
Enjoyed the info you brought us I always learn so much. Monday morning I called Bell Aliant
and had my Wi-Fi removed. Step One completed!
Thank you for keeping us informed and for your concern for others health.
Cheers
Joan
I am very Happy that I attended your workshop and anxious to receive you info! Thank you
very much for your visit to Canada and your great info...........
Thanks to people like you, the World will get better.
Sincerely
Claudine

Hi Norbert !!
Thanks so much for the email and especially for coming to the maritimes for another session!!
Kenny was so very impressed with the information as he is a true believer of everything you
shared... on the way home we decided that we were getting the wifi disconnected and getting a
landline for the house. ……...His biggest statement which he shared last night was..... I WANT
TO WORK FOR THIS COMPANY ONE DAY! That to me is very powerful and i know that if
there's any way that this can happen he will !!! …….Take good care for now!!
Bernice Arsenault
I really did enjoy the information you provided Saturday. I hope you will be back again.
Thank you,
Marie
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